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ABSTRACT
Interacting with objects from a distance is not only challenging in the real world but also a common problem in virtual
reality (VR). One issue concerns the distinction between attention for exploration and attention for selection – also
known as the Midas-touch problem. Researchers proposed
numerous approaches to overcome that challenge using additional devices, gaze input cascaded pointing, and using eye
blinks to select the remote object. While techniques such
as MAGIC pointing still require additional input for confirming a selection using eye gaze and, thus, forces the user
to perform unnatural behavior, there is still no solution enabling a truly natural and unobtrusive device free interaction
for selection. In this paper, we propose EyePointing: a technique which combines the MAGIC pointing technique and
the referential mid-air pointing gesture to selecting objects
in a distance. While the eye gaze is used for referencing the
object, the pointing gesture is used as a trigger.
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Figure 1: The proposed interaction concept. While eye tracking is used for estimating the target position, the pointing
ray cast is used to trigger a selection.

• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Pointing; Gestural input.
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1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Already in 1980, Bolt [2] proposed to replace the mouse to
interact with objects on large screens from a distance using
mid-air gestures. In the future, we envision human skeleton
tracking will move rom on-body marker based systems (e.g.,
OptiTrack, Vicon) to room scale pervasive tracking systems
(e.g., Kinect skeleton tracking) [7, 8, 23]. Moreover, we not
only see tracking systems that are pervasive but we also envision eye tracking devices. While high accuracy eye trackers
have been stationary for a long time, they became mobile in
the last years while still relying on infrared cameras. However, eye tracking is becoming pervasive in the environment
and even using standard RGB cameras [3, 9, 11, 28]. Thus,
wearing body-worn eye trackers will not be necessary anymore. In the following, we provide a literature review of
the two parts leading up to a novel interaction technique
called EyePointing. This method combines skeleton and eye
tracking to provide users with a natural interaction method
allowing the user to interact, select, and reference objects in
the distance; thus, overcoming the Midas-touch problem.
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Mid-Air Pointing

Midas-Touch Problem

In contrast to relative ray casting techniques, where users
are directing a cursor bound to their relative movements,
absolute mid-air pointing ray casting methods [26] enable
an interaction which does not rely on explicit visual feedback such as a crosshair or mouse cursor. Thus, we focus on
absolute ray casting techniques.
Argelaguet et al. [1] distinguish between eye-rooted and
hand-rooted techniques. For eye-rooted techniques, researchers
presented a set of viable options: head ray cast (HRC) [19],
and eye-finger ray cast (EFRC) [20]. However, today EFRC actually uses the “Cyclops Eye”, which is the position between
the eyes as root [12, 15]. On the other hand, hand-rooted
techniques use the hand as the origin for the ray [17, 18].
Here, two techniques are most common: index finger ray cast
(IFRC) [4], and forearm ray cast (FRC) [19]. These ray-casting
techniques support the user to point on distant objects, however, do not enable selecting these objects. Therefore, Vogel and Balakrishnan [26] present AirTap and ThumbTrigger both with sound and visual feedback to counteract the
lost physical feedback when using a mouse to select objects.
Mayer et al. [15, 16] showed that the accuracy is still limited
even with high precision motion tracking. However, they
presented a correction model to increase accuracy. Moreover,
Mayer et al. [15] showed that presenting feedback can be beneficial for accuracy, however, it increases the task completion
time (TCT).

Midas-touch Problem references the Greek mythology in
which King Midas turned anything into gold he touched. This
prevented him from touching anything anymore and in the
legend, he starved to death. This problem can be transferred
to human-computer interaction for all channels which are
always active. As the problem arises to distinguish between
natural movement and actual interactions. For instance, gaze
movements are happening constantly, but not always as an
input for a system [10]. Thus, is often problem is referred to
as the Midas-touch problem.

MAGIC Pointing
The concept of MAGIC pointing was first presented by Zhai
et al. [27]. This technique enables the user to rapidly overcome large distances on a screen by fixating the target and
pressing a dedicated trigger to activate a cursor warp. For
small and precise selections, the user can still use traditional
mouse input after a cursor warp.
Drewes and Schmidt [6] proposed using a touch-sensitive
mouse for triggering cursor warps. On the other hand, Vertegaal [25] substituted the trigger with dwell time which increases TCT and lowers accuracy. Zhai et al. [27] showed
MAGIC pointing can reduce the required effort and TCT.
Dickie et al. [5] showed that for pure screen switching MAGIC
pointing was 110% faster than the mouse. In contrast, Lischke et al. [14] showed that on a 165′′ large high-resolution
display (LHRD) the TCT is worse than for the mouse. To
enrich MAGIC pointing various projects enhanced the interaction such as Turner et al. [24] who added rotation support
during drag and drop operations using a tablet. Later, Kytö
et al. [13] combined MAGIC pointing with manual input
to further improve eye pointing target accuracy for precise
interaction in augmented reality (AR).

Summary
While mid-air pointing offers a natural way to point at objects in the distance, it lacks the natural possibility to confirm
a selection to complete the input interaction. As this would
require the user to always carry a selection trigger (e.g., button) with them; however, this is not natural nor convenient.
Moreover, we see that MAGIC pointing suffers the same issues. The pointing technique of using eye gaze is pervasive,
however, misses a natural trigger for selection. Thus, the proposed approaches still all have the Midas-touch problem or
none natural interaction. Thus, in the following, we propose
EyePointing to overcome the Midas-touch problem when
selecting objects in the distance.
2

EYEPOINTING

We propose EyePointing to overcome the Midas-touch problem allowing the user to reference objects in a distance in
a natural way. EyePointing combines the gaze direction and
natural human pointing gesture to interact with objects from
the distance. The interaction itself is a two-step process. In
the first step, the target object needs to be referenced by the
gaze of the user. Afterwards, the user needs to perform a
pointing gesture triggering the action if the pointing gesture
is within the trigger threshold. Potentially, any action associated with the object itself can be triggered. For example, in a
smart home environment, it would be possible to increase
and decrease the temperature by looking on predefined areas
near a radiator and then point at to for selection. In addition,
voice commands could potentially enrich the interaction, to
trigger a variety of actions associated with the object. The
whole interaction process is presented in Figure 1.
As gaze direction, we propose using the 3D gaze vector
provided by any modern eye tracker, in the following labelled
as gaze ray cast (GRC). For the human pointing gesture literature has shown a number of ways to ray cast the humans’
body posture to a distant object. However, Mayer et al. [15]
showed that eye-finger ray cast (EFRC) is the most accurate.
In the following, we will use EFRC as the default pointing
ray-casting technique; however EyePointing is not limited
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USE CASES

Our proposed combination of MAGIC pointing and mid-air
pointing has a wide range of possible use cases. EyePointing will open a whole new way to interact naturally and
controller-free.

40
Remaining offset (cm)

to EFRC, other ray casting technique such as index finger
ray cast (IFRC) will work as well with an adjusted trigger
threshold.
As any pointing gesture would, therefore, trigger an action,
we use a trigger threshold, see Figure 1. Therefore, whenever
the threshold is larger than the distance between GRC and
EFRC an action is triggered. Thus, this threshold reduces
false positive interactions.
We see EyePointing as a major advantage over previously
presented solutions as it enables natural controller-free interaction with objects in a distance. Moreover, the use of eye
gaze as interaction will not fatigue the eye muscles more
than with traditional mouse pointing [6].
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Figure 2: Remaining offsets for simulation for the Tobii X3120 (µ = .4◦ , σ = .24◦ ) compared to pointing in a real world
study presented in a box plot. With the comparison to the
results by Mayer et al. [15] who implemented a pointing correction model for mid-air pointing.

Smart Homes
With voice assistants like Alexa and Google Home voice interaction made its way into homes. The latest versions can
even make use of displays in the home to present content.
However, when turning on a light using a voice assistant
referencing a specific light bulb with a bulb specific reference
label. Memorizing all lights in the room is already hard but
with an increasing number of? smart objects such as smart
blinds, this is becoming progressively complex. Here, EyePointing offers a way to enable a truly natural multimodal
interaction.
Large high-resolution display (LHRD)
In the last years, screens have got bigger. Today, single
screens upwards of 80 inches are available to consumers
featuring up to 8K. Stitching multiple screens together offer
a large interaction space. Thus, the media room envisioned
by Bolt [2] already in 1980 can become reality soon. However, interacting on such a large display with the mouse and
keyboard is cumbersome and often not practical. EyePointing can replace today’s cumbersome interaction and offer a
fast alternative to reference and interact with content on the
screen. We see EyePointing especially as the perfect solution
for short and rapid interactions, such as in meetings and exhibitions where it is not feasible to equip everyone with the
appropriate hardware tools to interact with the LHRD. Thus,
EyePointing also promotes collaborative work in meetings.
AR and virtual reality (VR)
VR gear, like the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift, is providing
a high-quality VR experience and with the Oculus Go VR
experience becomes more portable and more affordable than

ever before. Moreover, while some already work without an
external tracking system, they all still rely on a controller to
interact with the virtual environment. As Mayer et al. [15]
showed that mid-air pointing performance in VR and the
real world is similar, we envision EyePointing as a mean to
interact with virtual content when using VR headsets.
This is not only true for VR headsets but also for full
body cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE) setups
like the one presented by Fender et al. [7]. CAVEs have the
unique advantage over VR headsets that the user can see
their own body without rendering a virtual body. We argue
that this will make EyePointing interaction more natural and
immersive.
The first AR devices such as the MOVERIO BT-100 and
200 had a handheld touch controller as the main mean of
input. Later versions such as the Google Glas were using
mainly voice control but also had a multi-touch gesture input
control element mounted to the side of the glasses temples.
Finally, the HoloLense can be operated without an external
selection device, relying purely on gestures; however, it is
still being shipped with a controller. Here, EyePointing can
replace today’s controller input or replace the HoloLenses’
mid-air tap gesture.
4

SIMULATION

We were not able to conduct a user study of the whole interaction technique since today’s hardware is not accurate
enough but in an effort to quantify the theoretical accuracy
of the EyePointing as an interaction technique using today’s
technology we conducted a simulation using industry-grade
hardware specifications.
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Table 1: Remaining Offsets for pointing and eye tracking in
cm at 2m distance.

Input

M

SD

EFRC

w/o correction
w/ correction

7.1
6.2

3.3
3.6

GRC

µ = .4◦ , σ = .24◦
µ = 4.2◦ , σ = 6.1◦

9.2
28.9

5.
16.2

Previous work has shown that EFRC is the most accurate
mid-air pointing technique [15, 16]. However, when using
EyePointing the ray-cast of the gaze direction is used to determine the selection in sight. Thus, determining the gaze
direction needs to be as accurate as possible. To understand
how well today’s eye trackers are suitable for distant object
selection and if they outperform presented ray casting techniques, we simulate EyePointing interaction. Our simulation
is based on the study design by Mayer et al. [15]. While they
asked their users to point on targets in a 2m distance, our
simulated participants looked at targets in 2m distance.
We modelled body sizes for 50% female and 50% male with
a Gaussian distribution according to the anthropometric
data [21]. We then simulated GRC for each simulated participant and intersection with a grid of targets on a plane 2m
in front of the person. In total, we simulated 10.000 GRC for
each target summing up to a total of 350.000 simulated GRCs.
To simulate the GRC we again use a Gaussian distribution
with different µ’s and σ ’s reported by state-of-the-art eye
tracking reports. For this purpose, the perfect ray between
the simulated participant’s eye and the target is rotated both
up/down and left/right randomly according to this Gaussian
distribution. When assuming accuracy and precision as reported by Tobii for their X3-120 (µ = .4◦ , σ = .24◦ ) we get
an offset of M = 9.2 (SD = 5.0), see Figure 2 and Table 1.
Using reported measurement values by Schüssel et al. [22]
(µ = 4.2◦ , σ = 6.1◦ ) we even have an offset of M = 28.9
(SD = 16.2) for SMI Glasses 2.0.
Our simulation, shows that today’s eye-tracking technology can operate in a similar range as a high-precision motion tracking system [15]. However, this also requires equipping the user with makers, a truly device free system would
need to rely on less accurate tracking techniques, e.g. depthcamera skeleton tracking. Therefore, the combination of eyetracking in the environment [11] and depth-camera tracking
is a viable step toward a truly natural interaction.
The 350.000 GRCs represent the same number of participants each pointing once on the target. In contrast to Mayer
et al. [15, 16] we could not average over multiple samples
per participant, resulting in a wider spread of the data, c.f.
Figure 2.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a new interaction technique to
overcome the Midas-touch problem when interacting with
objects in a distance. Here, we proposed using the eye gaze
for object referencing and the pointing gesture with the eyefinger ray cast as a trigger for natural interaction. We showed
various use cases such as in VR where this technique can be
deployed. Moreover, we showed while today’s eye tracking
still suffers accuracy, it potentially enables users to naturally
interact with their surrounding without using an additional
device such as a mouse or unnatural behaviour.
While in this paper we proposed and showed the feasibility of using EyePointing as a way to naturally interact
with objects in the distance, there are a number of open
questions which we aim to address in the future. As a next
step, we plan to determine the trigger threshold. Moreover,
in the future, we want to implement the system which is
capable of EyePointing input. We plan to study different setups such as smart home environment and EyePointing as
a controller replacement for AR and VR. Finally, we want
to investigate the performance when displaying feedback to
help the user during selection time as proposed by Vogel and
Balakrishnan [26].
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